In []2] has been given a constructive method for the axiomatization of finite intermediate models. But the application of which, though constructive by nature, to even rather small finite models is already beyond man or computer's capacity. Besides, even if applied, obtained axioms are usually too complicated to be dealt with. So it is often the case, when we study the lattice structure of the intermediate logics, that we feel feeble with the lack of knowledge of axiomatizations of models and that it is wanted to have at hand a simple and handy axiomatization for such an often discussed model as S m f Sf.
former two are defined for logics. Further, if M and N have been axiomatized, the axiomatic systems for Mr\N and M^jN are easily obtained. The last operation piling M f N, however, is defined on the basis of model representations of M and N, giving different logics for different representations. It provides a difficult open problem to seize the pile operation by the axiomatic method. Our purpose of this paper is to attack this problem. And here we give a first clue for this problem by partly axiomatizing those models mentioned above.
We suppose familiarity with £3], and notations and results in it will be often used without special notices. § 1. Preliminaries First, we prepare some definitions and lemmas, most of which are borrowed from Q3]. Except when mentioned otherwise, we use lower (upper) case Latin letters for prepositional variables (for well-formed formulas). Bold upper case letters are preserved for logics. Lower case Greek letters are for values of models. As models for intermediate logics, we only use pseudo-Boolean models, that is, relatively pseudo-complemented lattice with the maximum and the minimum elements. As this is the case, an ordered relation > is already defined for each model, with the designated element as the minimum. We take IM as the minimum (and the sole designated) value of a model M and o) M as the maximum, both, possibly without the suffix. We use four logical connectives D (implication), A (conjunction), V (disjunction) and ~~i (negation). The same symbols are used for the corresponding operations in models. Conjunction and disjuction are also used in the forms A and V. We abbreviate ((<O&) l^i^k l^i^k ) as a=6. By L, we mean the intuitionistic prepositional logic. The next definition provides specially named formulas. Proof. This can be easily ascertained. 
. If a logic is obtained by adding to L some {possibly infinite) ICN formulas as axioms, then it has the finite model property.
This lemma is proved in Q8] for the case of finite additions. But this can be easily extended as above.
Lemma 1.6 (£6]). For any logic M, there exists a set of models
In the following § §, we deal with only those axioms that are interdeducible in L with some ICN formulas. Thus, all the logics dealt with have the finite model property. By this fact and by 1.6, we only have to deal with those logics expressed as f\(Si t M x ) where each M x is finite. In most of the succeeding § §, proofs go almost similarly as above.
Lemma 1.7 (CO-If a logic is obtained by adding to L some I formulas as axioms and if it has a finite model, then it is
So, details will be often omitted. §3, Phi Type
In this §, we give axiomatization for the models of the form S m f S" f Si 5 which we call as of $ type by the analogy of the shapes of their Hasse diagrams. Proof. First we prove that q = l. Suppose that q^2. Let / be the next maximum value, that is, for any £^7% to, S<T-This 7 is not the maximum value of JV-part in M. In IV-part, we can take a pair of incomparable values a and /?, that is, Z(a, /?)^1. By this assignment, PZ(T) <x)=a=^l since ("irDrt^r^r-Contradiction. Now, let £ and S be the minimum and the maximum values of IV-part of M and W be the set {a\£<a<d}. Then, we can prove that if aGW, there exists a value /? € W incomparable with a. Suppose otherwise. There exists a pair of incomparable values $ and r between e and a. Then and P 2 (£, £) = £^1. Contradiction. Next, we prove that (OO fl) -1 for any aGW. Suppose that ((cO5)^)afOa^l. Let 0 be a value incomparable with a. Since Z(a, $)=7^1, PzCr", #) must be 1 for any 7.
We take £ as r-Since (-1 0 £) I) <? = £, P 2 (S, a) Contradiction. Thus we have the lemma. In this §, we deal with models of the form S^, f S\ f S, | Sj, mixed of the balloon type and the simplest type. We only give the results, since they can be proved easily by the analogy of the preceding § §. 
